
Conditions of participation 

All historically valuable and significant automobiles that are registered for road use are eligible to 

participate. Participation is by invitation of the organizers after a selection process. The number of 

places is limited, only complete entries that reach our office by April 26, 2023 will be accepted for the 

selection process. 

 

Registration procedure 

Please fill in the registration form on the website www.wallnerwerk.de/events and send it to us. 

Deadline for registration is April 26, 2023.  

 

Fees & Services 

The registration fees of € 199,00€ (per vehicle/team) include: 

- Small refreshment before the start of the training 

- the classic car rally training (theory block approx. 1,5 hours; practice block approx.2-3 hours) 

- Seminar documents booklet "Rally Training  

- Elaborated roadbook in the surroundings of Anzing (approx. 30 km) 

- Test with light barrier or hose including award ceremony 

- Drinks at the award ceremony 

- goodie bag 

 

On a self-pay basis: food and drinks at lunch. 

 

Our bank details are: 

Münchner Bank IBAN: DE29 7019 0000 0002 2247 12, BIC: GENODEF1M01 

Only complete entries (registration, transferred entry fee), which reach the organizers in time, will be 

accepted. The organizers reserve the right for a selection procedure. Only with a confirmation e-mail 

from WALLNER Classic GmbH the registration is binding. 

 

Cancellation 

In case of cancellation after entry confirmation, for whatever reason, 50% of the entry fee will be 

refunded until April 26, 2022. In case of cancellation after this date, the organizers will retain the entry 

fee in full. 

 

 

 



Disclaimer 

The organizers expressly disclaim any liability for personal injury, property damage and financial loss 

to participants, accompanying persons and third parties. This exclusion of liability also applies to group 

leaders and helpers. Each participant takes part in the event at his/her own risk.  

 

Media coverage 

By submitting the registration form, the applicants/participants give their consent that the organizer 

may disseminate all events related to the event via the media or the Internet without any claims being 

made against the organizer or the publishing media. The participants also acknowledge that 

photographs, film and video recordings produced during the event may be used for PR purposes even 

if these publications are not directly related to the event. 

 

General 

WALLNER Classic GmbH reserves the right to make any changes to the announcement ordered by the 

authorities or made necessary by force majeure or for safety reasons, and also to cancel the event if 

this becomes necessary due to extraordinary circumstances, without assuming any liability for 

damages. This agreement becomes effective towards all participants with the submission of the 

registrations.  

 

Anzing, 09.11.2022 WALLNER Classic GmbH, Managing Director: Rouven Genz 


